Acquisition finance
from Growth Lending

Eligibility criteria
Profitability

Historically profitable
(exceptions due to the impact
of Covid-19 will be considered)

Solvency

…want to acquire a company that helps streamline
operations or increase economies of scale?
…want to purchase a competitor or buy their
assets to strengthen your own position?

Solvent with healthy balance
sheets, ideally with a history
of retained profits

Support

Supportive shareholders
and investors

Acquiring another business can be a quick
and efficient way to promote growth, but
often requires more cash than a firm’s
normal operating budget.

Strategy

A business plan or strategy
to justify the acquisition (this
doesn’t have to be a formal
presentation, but we want
to see your vision for growth)

Do you…
…want to expand your company’s reach,
geographically or demographically?

Our solution

Growth Lending can leverage against your firm’s
sales ledger, or even against the book debts
of the target company, to provide the funds
needed to secure the purchase.
Raising acquisition finance in this way significantly
increases business liquidity, leaving headroom
within the facility to accommodate day-today working capital needs, as well as enabling
purchases that would not otherwise be possible.

Why choose invoice finance to
fund your acquisition, instead
of traditional funding methods?
Flexible: fund more than one acquisition and use
excess funds for working capital
Efficient: there is no lengthy, traditional loan
application process
Tailored: get a bespoke facility to meet your
ongoing requirements

How does it work?

We can fund against your company’s sales
ledger, in order to meet the price of acquiring
another business

Affordable: only pay interest on the amount of
funds taken from the line of credit

OR
We can fund against the book debts of the target
company, which can be used to secure the funding
in order to make the purchase

Forward-thinking: leverage against your own
debtors to fund an acquisition and then leverage
against the acquired firm’s debtors to fund further
purchases or growth

What is the process?
1.

Apply for funding via our website, via email
or by contacting a member of our team

2.

One of our lending experts will contact you
within 24 hours to get a better understanding
of your requirements. We will provide an
indicative offer so that you can move
quickly with the acquisition

3.

Once terms are agreed, we will underwrite
your facility and provide you with a
credit-backed offer

We fund faster than other lenders, so we can
often provide funding within two or three
weeks of first contact, giving you a valuable
competitive advantage.

Interested? Find out more 
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